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1. FRONT AXLE

1.1 DESCRIPTION

This front axle is of the ‘’Reverse Elliot’’ type
manufactured by Dana Spicer Europe. The front
axle consists of a girder section axle bed or beam
with stub axles. Each stub axle is carried on a
taper king pin, with a steep angle taper roller
bearing at its top and a plain phosphor bronze
bushing at the bottom. The hub taper roller
bearings are of a generous size and adjusted by
means of shims, and secured by a special nut and
washer. Brakes are manufactured by KNORR-
BREMSE. Steering ball joints with hardened balls
and rubbing pads incorporate compression
springs which automatically take up any wear.

The tie rod simplifies toe-in adjustment. The
maximum turning angle is set through stop screws
installed on the inner side of the knuckle.

Steering stabilizer (damper) and steering drag link
which are mounted on the front axle are described
in Section 14; ‘’Steering’’ of this manual.

FIGURE 1: FRONT AXLE ASSEMBLY 10025

2. LUBRICATION
Perform periodic lubrication. Lubrication points of
the front axle are shown on the lubrication and
servicing chart annexed to Section 24;
‘’Lubrication’’. Tie rod ends and knuckle pins are
provided with grease fittings for pressure
lubrication. These grease fittings should be
serviced every 6,250 miles (10 000 km) or twice
a year whichever comes first. Good quality
lithium-base grease NLGI No.1 and 2 are
recommended.

3. MAINTENANCE

A periodic inspection of the front axle assembly
should be made to check that all bolts are tight,
and that no damage and distortion have taken
place. Suspension support stud nuts, U-bolt
nuts, tie rod arms, steering arm nuts and stop
screws should be checked and tightened, as
required, to the torque specifications given at the
end of this section. Also check the condition of
the steering knuckle pins and bushings. In case
of excessive looseness, the bushings and pins
should be replaced.

Any looseness in the steering linkage, under
normal steering loads, is sufficient cause to
immediately check all pivot points for wear,
regardless of accumulated mileage. Steering
linkage pivot points should be checked each time
the front axle assembly is lubricated. Any
looseness can be visually detected while rotating
the steering wheel in both directions.

Steering knuckles, knuckle pins and bushings can
be overhauled or replaced without removing the
axle from the vehicle. However, if extensive
overhaul work is necessary, the axle assembly
should be removed.

Caution: Should removal of a locking device be
required when undergoing repairs, disassembly or
adjustments, always replace with a new one.

4. REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

The following procedure deals with the removal of
the front axle assembly. The method used to
support the axle assembly and suspension
components during removal and disassembly
depends upon local conditions and available
equipment.
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4.1 REMOVAL

1. Raise the vehicle by its jacking points on the
body (see Section 18, ‘’Body’’ under heading
34; Vehicle Jacking Points) until vehicle body
is approximately 20 inches (508 mm) from the
floor. Place jack stands under frame. Remove
the wheels (if required, refer to Section 13,
‘’Wheels, Hubs and Tires’’).

Caution : Use only the recommended jacking
points as outlined in section 18 “BODY”.

2. Exhaust compressed air from the air supply
system by opening the drain valve of each
reservoir.

3. Install jacks under axle jacking points to
support the axle weight.

Warning : To help prevent injury caused by the
axle rolling off the jacks, these should be
equipped with U-adapters, or similar precautions
must be taken.

4. Disconnect the steering drag link from the
steering arm.

5. Remove the ABS sensors from their location
in hubs (if applicable).

6. Disconnect the height control valve link from
its support on the axle.

7. Disconnect air lines from front brake
chambers, and cover line ends and fittings to
prevent the entry of foreign matter.

Caution: Position the air lines and electric wires
so they will not be damaged while removing the
front axle assembly.

8. Proceed with steps a, b and c, while referring
to Section 16: ‘’SUSPENSION’’.

a) Disconnect sway bar links from axle
brackets.

b) Remove shock absorbers.

c) Disconnect five radius rods: one
transversal and two longitudinal from
subframe, and two upper rods from axle.

9. Remove the bolts and nuts fixing the axle to
the left-hand and right-hand side air bellows
mounting supports.

10. Using the jacks, slowly lower the axle
assembly, and carefully pull away from
underneath vehicle.

4.2 REPLACEMENT

Reverse front axle “Removal” procedure. Ensure
cleanliness of air bellows support mounting plates.

Note : Refer to Section 16, ‘’SUSPENSION’’,
Section 14, ‘’Steering’’ and to paragraph 8
‘’Specifications’’ at the end of this section for
applicable checks and recommended tightening
torques.

5. SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS FOR STEER
AXLE

Refer to GKN Parts and Service Manual for axles
annexed at the end of this section.

6. FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Correct front wheel alignment must be maintained
for steering comfort and satisfactory tire life. Road
shocks and vibrations, as well as normal stress
and strains on the front-end system can, under
normal operating conditions, result in loss of front
wheel alignment.

Check the front wheel alignment when the
following occurs:

1. Every 200,000 miles (320 000 km) or 24
months (normal maintenance);

2. When the vehicle does not steer correctly; or

3. To correct a tire wear condition.

There are two types of front wheel alignment:
minor alignment and major alignment.

6.1 MINOR FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Perform a minor front wheel alignment for all
normal maintenance conditions.

Perform the minor front wheel alignment in the
following sequence :

1. Inspect all the systems that affect the wheel
alignment. See paragraph 6.3, ‘’Inspection
Before Alignment’’ in this section.
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2. Check and adjust the hub bearings. See
section 13, ‘’Wheels, hubs and Tires’’ under
heading 8: Front and Tag Axle Wheel Hubs.

3. Check and adjust the toe-in.

6.2 MAJOR FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Perform a major front wheel alignment to correct
steering and tire wear conditions.

Perform the major front wheel alignment in the
following sequence:

1. Inspect all systems affecting the wheel
alignment. See paragraph 6.3, ‘’Inspection
Before Alignment’’ in this section.

2. Check and adjust the hub bearings. See
section 13, ‘’Wheels, hubs and Tires’’ under
heading 8: Front and Tag Axle Wheel Hubs.

Note: If steering angle stoppers are changed, a
special procedure is required for readjusting
gearbox steering limiter. See paragraph 6.5
‘’HYDRAULIC STOP’’ in this section.

3. Check and adjust the turning angle
adjustment.

4. Check the camber angle.

5. Check and adjust the caster angle.

6. Check and adjust the toe-in.

6.3 INSPECTION BEFORE ALIGNMENT

Check the following before doing a front wheel
alignment:

1. Ensure that the vehicle is at normal riding
height. See Section 16, ‘’Suspension’’ under
heading 7: ‘’Suspension Height Adjust-
ment’’.

2. Ensure that front wheels are not the cause
of the problem. See Section 13, ‘’Wheels,
Hubs and Tires’’. Inspect the tires for wear
patterns indicating suspension damage or
misalignment.

a. Make sure the tires are inflated to
the specified pressure.

b. Make sure the front tires are the
same size and type.

c. Make sure the wheels are balanced.

d. Check wheel installation and
straightness.

3. Check the wheel bearing adjustment. See
Section 13, ‘’Wheels, Hubs and Tires’’.

4. Check steering linkage for bending and
pivot points for looseness.

5. Check knuckle pins for evidence of
excessive wear.

6. Check radius rods for bending and rubber
bushings for evidence of excessive wear.

7. Make sure all fasteners are tightened to the
specified torque. Use a torque wrench for
verification. As soon as the fastener starts
to move, record the torque. Correct if
necessary. Replace any worn or damaged
fasteners.

6.4 TURNING ANGLE ADJUSTMENT

The maximum turning angle is set through the
two steering stop screws installed on the axle
center. The turning angle is factory adjusted to
accommodate the chassis design, and therefore,
does not require adjustment on new vehicles.
However, it should be checked and adjusted any
time any component of the steering system is
repaired, disassembled or adjusted.

Check if front tires rub against the frame or if the
steering gear has been serviced.

Proceed with the following method to check the
steering maximum turning angle :

6.4.1 R.H. Turn Adjustment

Caution : To prevent the steering damper from
interfering with the adjustment of turning angles,
make sure its fixing bracket is at the correct
location on the axle center (refer to section 14
“STEERING”).

1. Turn steering wheel to the right until the boss
on the axle center touches the right stop
screw.

2. Verify the nearest point of contact of the ball
socket body with the air bellows support
assembly. Measure the distance between
those two points.

3. The distance between these two points
should be approximately 1/8 inch (3 mm). If
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not, the steering stop screws must be
readjusted.

4. Verify the nearest point of contact of the drag
link with the tire. Measure the distance
between those two points.

5. The distance should be 1 inch (25 mm) or
more. If not, the steering stop screws must
be readjusted.

6. This must be done for a full right turn.

7. If readjustment is required:

a. Remove the swivel stop screw.

b. Add to the stop screw the required
number of washers to obtain the
proper measure, tighten the stop
screw afterwards. Two washers of
different thickness are available: 1/16
inch and 3/16 inch.

6.4.2 L.H. Turn Adjustment

1. Turn steering wheel to the left until the boss
on the axle center touches the left stop screw.

2. Verify the nearest point of contact of the ball
socket body with the air bellows support
assembly. Measure the distance between
those two points.

3. The distance between these two points
should be approximately 1/8 inch (3 mm). If
not, the steering stop screws must be
readjusted.

4. Check the stroke of the steering stabilizer
cylinder (damper). It should not exceed
12.59 inches (320 mm).

5. The steering stopper screw must be in
contact before the steering stabilizer reaches
the end of the stroke.

6. This must be done for a full left turn.

7. If readjustment is required:

a. Remove the swivel stop screw.

b. Add to the stop screw the required
number of washers to obtain the
proper measure, tighten the stop
screw afterwards. Two washers of
different thickness are available: 1/16
inch and 3/16 inch.

Note : If steering angle stoppers are changed, a
special procedure is required for readjusting
gearbox steering limiter. See paragraph 6.5
‘’HYDRAULIC STOP’’ in this section.

6.5 HYDRAULIC STOP

Note : Before readjusting steering limiter, verify
vehicle wheel alignment and ensure that oil level
is checked and that air bleeding is done.

Refer to ‘ZF-Servocom Repair Manual’’ annexed
at the end of Section 14 ‘’Steering’’ under
heading ‘Setting and Functional Test.

6.6 FRONT WHEEL CAMBER

Wheel camber is the number of degrees the top
of the wheel tilts outward (positive) or inward
(negative) from a vertical angle (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 2 : CAMBER         10006

The camber angle is not adjustable. Camber
variations may be caused by wear at the wheel
bearings, steering knuckle pins or by a bent
knuckle or sagging axle center. Steering effort is
affected by improper camber, and uneven tire
wear will result. Excessive positive camber
causes an irregular wear of tire at the outer
shoulder and excessive negative camber causes
wear at the inner shoulder.
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6.6.1 Camber Check

For camber specifications, refer to paragraph
8: ‘’SPECIFICATIONS’’ in this section

Note: Camber angle varies with the axle
loading. If the vehicle is not completely empty,
please refer to the camber angle curve in the
specifications at the end of this section.

1. Use an alignment machine to check the
camber angle.

2. If camber reading is not in the specifications,
adjust the wheel bearings and repeat the
check. If the reading is still not within specifi-
cations, verify the steering knuckle pins and
axle center.

3. See instructions in ‘’GKN Parts and Service
Manual For Axles’’ annexed to the end of
this section under heading: ‘’Removal of
Stub Axle’’.

4. Check the wheel lateral distortion as
instructed in Section 13, ‘’Wheels, Hubs and
Tires’’ under heading, ‘’Checking for Dis-
torted Wheel on Vehicle’’. If distortion is
excessive, straighten or replace wheel(s).

6.7 FRONT AXLE CASTER

For caster specifications, refer to paragraph
8: ‘’SPECIFICATIONS’’ in this section.
Positive caster is the rearward tilt from the vertical
axis of the knuckle pin. Negative caster is the
forward tilt from the vertical axis of the knuckle pin
(Fig. 3). This vehicle is designed with a positive
caster. The purpose of the caster angle is to give
a trailing effect. This results in stabilized steering
and a tendency for the wheels to return to the
straight-ahead position after taking a turn.

FIGURE 3: CASTER         10007

Excessive caster results in hard steering around
corners. A shimmy may also develop when
returning to the straight ahead position (pulling out
of curves).

Insufficient caster will cause wandering and
steering instability. Caster variations may be
caused by a bent axle, tilting or distortion of the
side suspension supports, damaged radius rod
bushings, or unequal tightening of the front and
rear suspension support bolts. Incorrect caster
must be corrected by replacing the damaged
suspension parts. A precision instrument should
be used to measure the caster.

Note : The caster of this vehicle is factory set
and is not adjustable. However, if after replacing
damaged parts or in case of improper caster due
to irregular setting, the front axle caster needs
adjustment; it can be adjusted by means of shims
(Prévost #110663) on the left-hand side upper
radius rod support in order to obtain minor
adjustment.

6.8 FRONT WHEEL TOE-IN

Wheel toe-in is the degree (usually expressed in
fractions of an inch) to which the forward part of
the vehicle front wheels are closer together than
the rear part, measured at wheel centerline height
with the wheels in the normal ‘’straight-ahead’’
position of the steering gear.
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Incorrect toe-in results in excessive tire wear
caused by side slippage and also steering
instability with a tendency to wander. Toe-in may
be measured from the center of tire tread or from
the inside of the tires. Take measurements at both
front and rear of axle (see ’’F and ‘’G’’ in fig. 4).

When setting toe-in adjustment, the front
suspension must be neutralized; that is, all
component parts must be in the same relative
position when marking the adjustment as they
will be when in operation.

To neutralize the suspension, the vehicle must
be rolled forward, approximately ten feet.

FIGURE 4: TOE-IN MEASUREMENT       10008B

For toe-in specifications, refer to paragraph 8
‘’Specifications’’ in this section.

By rolling the vehicle forward, all tolerances in
the front suspension are taken up and the
suspension is then in its normal operating
position. Neutralizing the front suspension is
extremely important, especially if the vehicle has
been jacked up in order to mark the tires.
Otherwise, the front wheels will not return to their
normal operating position due to the tires
gripping the floor surface when the vehicle jack
is lowered.

Note: ‘’Toe-in’’ measurements must be taken at
the horizontal axis of the wheel centerline.

6.8.1 Inspection and Adjustment

Before checking front wheel toe-in, first check the camber angles and make the necessary corrections.

1. Measure the toe-in.

2. If the toe-in measurement is not within the specified tolerance, carry out the following procedure :

a. Loosen the pinch bolt nuts and bolts on each tie rod end.

b. Turn the tie rod until the specified toe-in measurement is obtained.

c. Tighten the pinch bolt nuts alternately and progressively to 65-75 lbf• ft (88-102 N•m), thus
securing all tie rod joints.
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7. TROUBLESHOOTING

CONDITION CAUSE CORRECTION

Tires wear out
quickly or have
uneven tire tread
wear.

1. Tires have incorrect air pressure.
2. Tires out-of-balance.
3. Incorrect tag axle alignment.
4. Incorrect toe-in setting.
5. Incorrect steering arm geometry.

1. Put specified air pressure in tires.
2. Balance or replace tires.
3. Align tag axle.
4. Adjust toe-in specified setting.
5. Service steering system as necessary.

Vehicle is hard to
steer.

1. Low pressure in the power steering
system.

2. Steering gear not assembled
correctly.

3. Steering linkage needs lubrication.
4. King pins binding.
5. Incorrect steering arm geometry.
6. Caster improperly adjusted.
7. Tie rod ends hard to move.
8. Worn thrust bearing.

1. Repair power steering system.

2. Assemble steering gear correctly.

3. Lubricate steering linkage.
4. Replace king pins.
5. Service steering system as necessary.
6. Adjust caster as necessary.
7. Replace tie rod ends.
8. Replace thrust bearing.

Bent or damaged
steering arm,
steering top lever or
tie rod assembly.

1. Too much pressure in the power
steering system.

2. Cut-off pressure of the power
steering system improperly adjusted.

3. Vehicle not powered on correctly.

4. Power steering system not installed
correctly.

1. Replace damaged part(s), adjust power
steering system to specified pressure.

2. Make sure vehicle is powered on
correctly.

3. Correctly install the power steering
system.

4. Correctly install the power steering
system.

Worn or damaged
steering ball stud.

1. Drag link fasteners tightened past
specified torque.

2. Lack of lubrication or incorrect
lubricant.

3. Power steering stops improperly
adjusted.

1. Replace damaged part(s), tighten drag
link fasteners to specified torque.

2. Lubricate linkage with specified
lubricant.

3. Adjust stops to specified dimension.

Worn king pins and
knuckle bushings.

1. Worn or missing seals and gaskets.

2. Incorrect lubricant.
3. Axle not lubricated at scheduled

frequency.
4. Incorrect lubrication procedures.

5. Lubrication schedule does not match
operating conditions.

1. Replace damaged part(s), replace seals
and gaskets.

2. Lubricate axle with specified lubricant.
3. Lubricate axle at scheduled frequency.

4. Use correct lubrication schedule to
match operating conditions.

5. Change lubrication schedule to match
operating conditions.

Vibration or shimmy
of front axle during
operation.

1. Caster not adjusted properly.
2. Wheels and/or tires out-of balance.
3. Worn steering stabilizer cylinder.

1. Adjust caster.
2. Balance or replace wheels and/or tires.
3. Replace steering stabilizer cylinder.
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8. SPECIFICATIONS

Front Axle
Make..............................................................................................................................DANA SPICER EUROPE
Model...............................................................................................................................................................S-84
Front Track.......................................................................................................................84.4 inches (2 145 mm)
Rated load capacity.............................................................................................................. 18,067 lbs (8 200 kg)

Torque specifications

FIGURE 5 : AIR BELLOWS MOUNTING SUPPORT AND AXLE 10009

For more torque specifications, see ‘’GKN Parts and Service Manual for Axles’’ annexed at the end of this
section , under heading ‘’Tightening Torque Table for type S-82 Steer Axle.
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FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Front Wheel Alignment Minimal Nominal Maximal

Camber, degrees
R.H. and L.H. * - ½ 0 + ½

Caster, degrees
R.H. and L.H. + 2 + 2 ¾ + 3 ½

Toe-in (F minus G), inches + 1/16 + 3/32 + 1/8

* Note : Camber angle changes with loading. The given numbers are for an empty vehicle. Refer to chart
below for possible correction, if loaded.

FIGURE 6 : DEFLECTION VERSUS APPLIED LOAD 10010
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